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THE PERILS OF OVERRIDING YOUR

SIGHT DISTANCE

Words: Guilty

We have all been guilty of following a vehicle while inching closer in

preparation to pass and wham; we run over some sort of debris in the road. That

debris can be anything from a recap off a semi; dead animal; trash or

construction materials. Or how about rounding a corner too fast and wondering—

too late—what it was we just hit.

During the years of my impatient youth, I drifted into a bad habit of following

vehicles too closely, which sometimes resulted in that I ran over some type of

road debris. Thankfully, I was very fortunate that I didn’t go down in any of the

encounters with the road debris and realized that you can’t ‘dance with the devil’

and continue to be unscathed; my riding habits were in need of modification AND

immediately!

The Motorcycle Safety Foundation’s Basic Rider Course teaches we should

follow the vehicle in front of us with a two-second distance cushion in ideal

conditions. “Ideal conditions” encompasses everything from weather; season;

time of day; traffic conditions; road surface, and the skill of the rider. The more of

these examples that come into play, minimizes the quest of ideal conditions. I

suggest that at least a four-second safety cushion would be more appropriate for

riders to consider.

1990 was the first year that the Experienced Riders Course was offered in

Ohio, and the classes were filled during the entire season. I was very fortunate to

secure a spot in the last class that was held at the Honda Facility in Troy, Ohio

that year. As most of you know; emergency braking and swerving are two of the

several modules taught and practiced during the curriculum of the ERC classes.

The date of my ERC was October 27th; when I left home that morning it was 38

degrees, breezy and overcast. It remained windy and overcast and it didn’t warm

past the mid-40s by the time I had successfully completed the ERC. As I headed

home north on I-75; all I could think about was a hot cup of coffee and a hot

shower (the sooner, the better).
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About three miles south of my exit off the Interstate; I was about to

overtake a semi. I checked my mirrors, glanced over my shoulder, turned on my

turn signal and pulled out into the passing lane. As I was about midway of the

trailer; the semi driver slowed very quickly and then braked hard. There was a

straight truck from the now defunct PK Lumber ahead of the semi. The tie down

straps had failed and the load of 4”X4”X8’ wooden posts were falling off the

truck. They were sliding, spinning, and bouncing all over the road from berm to

berm. I braked hard to scruff off speed before I applied swerving. What I had been

taught and practiced all afternoon brought me through this experience safe and

sound. Although it did take my eyes a couple of days to return to normal size. I

am still thanking my lucky stars.

One of the best ways to minimize such incidents is to reduce your speed. Even

though you may be riding world class twisties, be sure you don’t override your

sight distance, in blind corners, as there may be an unseen, unavoidable rock or

animal waiting for you. Slowing down will provide time and space to see the

object and safely avoid it.

If you can’t slow down, you may be able to swerve. A swerve is simply a quick

counter-steer to miss the object, then another counter-steer in the opposite

direction to get back into your road position. In a swerve, you do not decelerate,

and for sure you do not brake while you are using your available traction to

swerve. Though you can brake first and then swerve, never brake while

swerving—separate the two. Practice quick stops and swerves in a safe place on

clean dry pavement, and do so often to commit the actions to your muscle

memory. With those skills stored in your repertoire, you can reduce your risk and

enjoy your ride.

RIDE LIKE YOUR LIFE DEPENDS ON IT…

IT DOES!


